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“More than ever, it is clear that Canadian Muslims must create strong and vibrant
institutions to allow us to defend our legal rights and fully participate in the fabric 
of Canadian life. CAIR-CAN has been front and center in this effort.  Their activism 

is professional, timely and essential.

“I fully support CAIR-CAN and strongly urge every Canadian Muslim to do the same.
It's your voice and your future.” 

- Dr. Jamal Badawi

Your Voice. Your Future.



“Riad Saloojee and his colleagues at CAIR-CAN have been important partners in the
critical effort to ensure that new laws, policies and practices, adopted in the name 

of enhancing security both here in Canada as well as abroad, do not sell fundamental
human rights short.”

- Alex Neve, Executive Director, Amnesty International

Your Voice. Your Future.

www.caircan.ca  1-866-524-0004
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Staff’s favourite candy: Chocolate-covered

Staff’s pizza preference: Mediterranean with hot peppers

Favourite kitchen implement: Open war between kettle and hot 
chocolate maker

Number of opinion pieces as of March 2004: 40

Number of opinion piece as of March 2005: 69

Worst newspaper: We forgot to post it to our national list

Number of CAIR-CAN babies since birth of CAIR-CAN: 12 – no twins

Number of employees: 5

Dream vacation of choice: Hajj, always Hajj

Size of benefit package: ... 

Calgary shurah’s food preference: Sushi

Board member Aftab Sabir’s kunya: Aftabi-Wassabi

Toronto shurah’s food preference: X-tra spicy Indo-pak

Ottawa shurah’s food preference: X-tra mild shawarma

Longest beard in shurah: Eric the Viking

Approximate op-ed success ratio: 90% +

In-office footwear: Sandals and socks

All French inquiries directed to: Abdurahman

Number of press releases from last March to March 2005: 44

Number of calls confusing us with CARE: Two many  



A TYRANNY OF CHOICE FOR CANADA'S MUSLIMS
Ottawa Citizen, 06/07/04
By Riad Saloojee

Far from asserting their emerging demographic muscle through a bloc vote, it is a time to resist
civic cynicism, to stand up and be counted locally, to anchor themselves firmly as Canadians – to
show political entrepreneurs that they are here to stay, that Canada is home.

CANADA'S MUSLIMS REJECT TERRORISM
Ottawa Citizen, Edmonton Journal, 05/25/04
By Riad Saloojee

Canadian Muslims have tied their lives to Canada since 1850.  Muslims have integrated seamlessly -
- without any "clash of civilizations" -- as ordinary, hardworking citizens of this country.  For many,
there is no dichotomy in being both Canadian and Muslim.

FACING NEW IDENTITIES 
Globe and Mail, 05/10/04
By Sheema Khan

In contrast, Monia Mazigh has won widespread admiration for her tireless, dignified campaign to
have her husband returned from Syria...  Against insurmountable odds, she fought for basic
democratic principles such as the rule of law and government accountability.
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Assalaamu’alaykum wa rahmatullahi wa barakaatuh,
Peace be with you and the mercy and blessings of Allah.

Dear reader:

I pray that this message reaches you in the best of health and faith.

It is my pleasure to present to you CAIR-CAN’s Annual Review 2004-2005, which
contains a comprehensive overview of our activism in the areas of media
engagement, anti-discrimination and public advocacy during the past year.

It is truly a humbling experience to reflect on the growth of CAIR-CAN during
these last five years.  When we began this enterprise, our vision was to create a
national organization that would work to professionally represent the concerns of
Canadian Muslims.

Alhamdulillah, if you read our last review, I think you will agree that we have
achieved these goals.  You may ask, "What now?"  The next important horizon for
our activism is to make a difference in the lives of all Canadians by promoting and
preserving the common values that we all share. 

I invite you to read this review.  I have no doubt that you will agree our activism
has deepened from demanding the rights of citizenship to fulfilling the duties of
citizenship.  

It goes without saying that the work presented here is a result of the tireless
effort and sacrifice of many individuals, volunteers and generous donors.  We
thank you for your support and invite you to join us in renewing our commitment
to face the challenges that lie ahead with faith, dedication and creativity. 

But first, lets celebrate five years of service together.

Wasalaamu’alaykum wa rahmatullah,
Peace be with you and the mercy of Allah.

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR OF CAIR-CAN
Sheema Khan, PhD

1



BEHIND THESCENES
A look at the people who help make us tick...

CAIR -CAN

MISSION:  CAIR-CAN is a respected national, grassroots organization.  It represents the

concerns of Canadian Muslims with professional and dedicated activism.   CAIR-CAN seeks

to empower Canadian Muslims to fully participate in Canadian society and educates

Canadians with a fuller appreciation of Islam through active engagement and resource

building with the media; diligent and balanced anti-discrimination resolution; topical

research and publishing; education and community outreach; and political advocacy.

www.caircan.ca
Keeping you connected...

CAIR-CAN’s website provides a comprehensive

resource for news affecting Canadian Muslims

and allows for easy online reporting of

discrimination, racial profiling and hate

crimes.  The website features a complete

archive of CAIR-CAN’s work, press releases,

action alerts, opinion pieces and a regularly

updated list of media coverage relevant to

Canadian Muslims.

NATIONAL 
HEADQUARTERS
Serving you from the nation’s capital...

CAIR-CAN’s national headquarters are located in the

nation’s capital, Ottawa.  The office includes a reception,

four offices and a boardroom.

WHO ARE WE?
Your national organization...

The Canadian Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR-CAN) is a

respected national grassroots organization that represents the concerns of

Canadian Muslims through dedicated and professional activism.  Through

community education and outreach, media engagement, anti-discrimination

resolution and public advocacy, CAIR-CAN attempts to foster an accurate

understanding and fuller appreciation of Islam in Canadian society.

CAIR-CAN is distinct from its sister organization, the Washington-based CAIR,

although the two coordinate on areas of mutual concern.

HOW SHARIA LAW COULD WORK IN ONTARIO
Calgary Herald, 09/06/04
By Riad Saloojee

Part of the concern is natural, given the undeniable and inequitable application of sharia in many
countries.  Part of the problem, as well, concerns a general ignorance of Islamic law -- its history,
principles and nuances -- that permits intellectual chauvinism to pass for fair comment.

SUCH ARROGANCE: YOU CAN'T PIGEONHOLE 1.2 BILLION
MUSLIMS
Globe and Mail, 07/03/04
By Sheema Khan

Some asked, "Why do the terrorists hate us?" Others blithely answered, "Because we love
freedom."  How to manage it? Call in Madison Avenue to "sell" America to skeptical Muslims
around the world.  After all, image is everything.

FOREIGN POLICY IS NO POLITICAL FOOTBALL
Globe and Mail, 06/18/04
By Sheema Khan

Will a Conservative government follow the neo-conservative agenda south of the border, at the
expense of Canadian autonomy?  Mr. Harper, who may be our next prime minister, needs to be
more precise about policy differences between the two nations, beyond his vacuous observation
that Canadian football requires three downs to gain 10 yards.
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Faisal Kutty, LLB
Lawyer, writer and entrepreneur, Faisal Kutty is 

well recognized for his media and social activism.  

A graduate of the University of Ottawa’s Faculty of

Law, Faisal resides in Toronto where his law firm,

Baksh & Kutty, is the largest predominantly Muslim

law firm in Canada.  He is currently an LL.M.

candidate at Osgoode Hall Law School of York

University and is general counsel for the Canadian

Muslim Civil Liberties Association (CMCLA).

Dr. Jamal Badawi
Jamal Badawi, one of North America’s most

renowned Islamic scholars, is a professor at Saint

Mary's University in Halifax, where he is currently a

cross-appointed faculty member in the Departments

of Religious Studies and Management.  Often called

upon to comment on issues relevant to Canadian

Muslims, he has also produced publications on 

gender equity and an impressive collection of audio

materials introducing Islam.

Chair: Dr. Sheema Khan
Sheema Khan completed her undergraduate studies at

McGill University prior to obtaining her Ph.D in Chemical

Physics from Harvard University.  Residing in Ottawa 

with her husband and three children, she is a long-time

activist and speaker and has been the Chair of CAIR-CAN

since its inception.  A regular columnist for the Globe

and Mail, Sheema works as a patent agent and is an

inventor of patents with pharmaceutical technology.  

Abdul-Basit Khan, LLB
Abdul-Basit Khan is a graduate of McGill

University’s Faculty of Law and practices labour

and employment law with Blake, Cassels &

Graydon LLP in Toronto.  Abdul-Basit completed

his undergraduate studies at the University of

Toronto and obtained an M.A. in Political

Science from McGill.  CAIR-CAN draws regularly

on both his advocacy and editing skills.

Shahina Siddiqui
Freelance writer and counsellor, Shahina Siddiqui

resides in Winnipeg.  Her articles are frequently

published in the local and national media and 

she has pioneered projects in spiritual counselling

and social work.  Shahina serves as the President

of the Islamic Social Services Association (ISSA),

and is often invited to speak at national conferences

on racism, policing, ethno-cultural and human

rights issues. 

Latif Ahmed
Latif Ahmed resides in Ottawa and is a

founding member of CAIR-CAN.  An engineer

by profession, CAIR-CAN depends on Latif

for his considerable technical and

management expertise.

Edmonton

Aftab Sabir, MBA
Aftab Sabir, CAIR-CAN’s representative in Calgary,

Alberta, is one of the founding members of the

organization.  Aftab obtained his MBA from the

Schulich School of Business at York University.

He specializes in financial and organizational

development and is a manager for Salam Financial. 

Dr. Wael Haddara
Wael Haddara, a graduate of Queen’s

University's Faculty of Medicine, is a 

pharmacist and doctor who resides in

London, Ontario.  Wael is well known 

as a Canadian Muslim academic, activist

and speaker, and his particular strengths

include strategic media and political

engagement.

OUR BRIEF HISTORY
In 1996, a group of concerned Canadian Muslims

started an informal network in Canada to work with

the Washington-based CAIR, an organization well

known among Canadian Muslims since 1994.  In the

spring of 1997, CAIR-Montreal was formed, and was

soon after replaced by CAIR-Ottawa.  In 2000, CAIR-

CAN was incorporated as a Canadian organization

speaking out for Canada’s Muslim population. 

Currently, CAIR-CAN has 5 employees.

Khadija Haffajee
Khadija Haffajee, a retired schoolteacher 

residing in Ottawa, is a regular speaker on

issues affecting the Muslim community both in

Canada and internationally.  She has worked

with organizations in the fields of interfaith

dialogue, women’s empowerment, spiritual

counselling and civil society development.

Executive Director and lawyer, Riad Saloojee, was hired in 2001; Director of Operations, Naeem Saloojee, joined in 2002; and Director of Communications Abdurahman

Salman, Community Relations Director Omaima Faris, and Community Relations Coordinator (Toronto) Maryam Dadabhoy all commenced work during 2004. 

Tim Weis •Edmonton
Tim Weis is an Edmonton-based renewable energy

researcher with a focus on wind energy

development in First Nations communities.  Tim

has a Master’s degree in Mechanical Engineering

from the University of Alberta, and has been an active member

of the CAIR-CAN advisory board since 2002.  Last year, Tim

wrote an op-ed piece for the Globe and Mail, entitled “Playing

the condemnation game.” 

Sufia Lodhi •Toronto
Sufia Lodhi, a graduate of McGill University, has

worked in the field of corporate and financial

communications in London, Paris and New York.  She

has extensive experience in media-training and her

most recent projects include communications consulting for the

United Nations Development Programme-Global Environment

Facility and the UNDP Small Grants Programme.  Sufia is an

invaluable communications resource for CAIR-CAN.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

3

Calgary

SHARIAH LAW REQUIRES TOUGH, OPEN DEBATE
The London Free Press, 09/14/04
By Mihad Fahmy 

People have written hysterically about the unCanadianness of shariah law here.  What would be
truly unCanadian is if we fail to pose the tough questions and have the necessary discussion in a
transparent fashion. 

THE CONDEMNATION GAME
Globe and Mail, 09/10/04
By Tim Weis

But those asked to do the condemning most likely had nothing to do with the atrocity and don't
appreciate the insinuation that they support the slaughter unless they explicitly deny it.  While this
game of condemnations will unfortunately continue, it is likely to do little to prevent the next
atrocity. Rather, an inward examination on both sides needs to begin.

A MUSLIM MESSAGE MORE IRRESISTIBLE THAN HATE
Globe and Mail, 09/07/04
By Sheema Khan

The Islamic "revival" amongst the Westernized Muslim upper classes isn't that puzzling.  "Having it
all" doesn't mean having "it" -- inner tranquillity and a sense of purpose -- especially in an age of
civilizational tension. 
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SOME MEMBERS OF OUR
CONSULTATIVE BOARD
The CAIR-CAN shurah (consultative board) is an integral part

of the CAIR-CAN family and includes an impressive diversity

of Canadian Muslim academics and activists across Canada in

Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Winnipeg, Toronto, London,

Ottawa, Montreal and Halifax.

Ottawa

Toronto

London

Amy Awad •Ottawa
Amy Awad is currently a law student in her final year at the

University of Ottawa.  As a significant end to her legal studies,

Amy will be articling with the Supreme Court of Canada.  Prior to

studying law, she completed a degree in software engineering at

the University of Ottawa.  Amy co-wrote CAIR-CAN’s submissions

on faith-based arbitration and she authored CAIR-CAN’s

submission on Al-Jazeera’s CRTC application.

Sobia Virk •Montreal
Sobia Virk is a Montreal resident who has also

lived in Calgary and Lahore, Pakistan. She holds 

a Biochemistry degree from Concordia University

and is currently pursuing a Law degree at McGill

University.  Sobia has served as a Governor and Senator in

Concordia University, as well as president of the university’s 

independent newspaper.  She regularly researches topical media

articles for CAIR-CAN and has a discerning editorial eye. 

Anwar Syed •Toronto
Anwar Syed has an undergraduate

background in Mass Communications and

English, as well as a diploma in software

programming.  He is currently pursuing

post-graduate studies in Corporate Communications and

has been actively involved in a number of social work

projects in Toronto.  Anwar’s advice is regularly sought

for issues of strategic media engagement.

Khaled Elqazzaz •Toronto
Khaled Elqazzaz is a graduate student in Civil

Engineering at the University of Toronto.  He

has been a core volunteer with CAIR-CAN’s

Toronto advisory committee since its inception,

and has been instrumental in organizing media training and

information sessions – particularly for Muslim youth –

throughout Toronto. 

Montreal Mariam Sheibani •Ottawa
Mariam Sheibani is our youngest shurah member.  She was

inspired to get involved with CAIR-CAN after attending our Media

Relations 101 and Know Your Rights workshops.  Since then, she

has published a number of letters to the editor and has been a

dependable CAIR-CAN volunteer at conferences and events.  She

will, God-willing, be commencing her studies at Carleton University

in journalism or public affairs and policy management.

Mihad Fahmy •London, ON
Mihad Fahmy has a graduate degree in law and works

as a labour and human rights lawyer based in London,

Ontario with the law office of Eliot, Smith.  She is a

contributing columnist with the London Free Press and

works closely with CAIR-CAN on human rights and anti-discrimination

issues.  Mihad recently co-authored CAIR-CAN’s submission to former

Attorney General Marion Boyd regarding faith-based arbitration

under Ontario’s Arbitration Act. 

THE SPIRIT OF RAMADAN 
Kingston Whig-Standard, Montreal Gazette, 10/22/04
By Riad Saloojee

As an abrupt break in our annual routine, Ramadan will come and go with such stealth that we
cannot but be reminded of our mortality... Though the annual ritual of fasting takes 30 days, its
true destination is endless.  May we always hunger to discover our heart.

MUSLIMS MUST HELP FIGHT AIDS
Globe and Mail, 10/21/04
By Sheema Khan 

[O]ne would expect Muslims to help alleviate such suffering.  It seems, however, that compassion
has given way to ostracization: Taboos against drug use, sexual promiscuity and homosexuality
have been used as a double-edged sword in the fight against HIV/AIDS.

CANADA’S MUSLIMS SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO USE SHARIAH LAW
Ottawa Citizen, 09/15/04
By Riad Saloojee 

There is a rich body of principles that govern the application of law to ensure that law is equitable,
gradual, moderate and sensitive to individual and communal context.  It is precisely for this reason
that many Canadian Muslims support Islamic-based arbitration.
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PUBLICATIONS & KITS
Helping you present Islam...

CAIR-CAN’s publications include the Guide to Islamic Religious Practices

for Journalists, Employers, Educators and Health Care Providers, as well as

a succinct “Know Your Rights” pocket guide.   

Publications are regularly ordered by various government departments,

human rights commissions, national media organizations, federal and local

police services, schools and school boards, universities, hospitals, social

service delivery organizations, private firms and various other non-profit

groups.

CAIR-CAN’s practical community media kits on Ramadaan and Hajj are

essential resources in the toolbox of any Canadian Muslim media activist.

“As a nurse-in-training, I really appreciated the fact that CAIR-CAN has 

a “Health-Care Provider’s Guide to Islam.”  The guide was essential in

resolving my accommodation challenges within my field.  It was clear, 

concise and professional – and it made a world of difference.” 

- Sajida Mavani, Edmonton

1.  CAIR-CAN’s guides for service providers

1

4

THERE'S NOTHING SINISTER OR SECRET ABOUT WHAT WE DO
Ottawa Citizen, Windsor Star, Saskatoon Star Phoenix, Regina Leader-Post, Charlottetown
Guardian, 01/12/05
By Riad Saloojee

In Canada, thankfully, you generally succeed or fail by the quality and merit of your work, not
through a guilt-by-association standard.  Here we still insist on proof -- that essential edifice of our
most basic and inalienable civil liberties -- over the whisper campaign in a politics of suspicion.

RIGHTS AND SECURITY: WE MUST HAVE BOTH
Toronto Star, 12/29/04
By Riad Saloojee

But true security is the preservation, not merely of life, but of a dignified life, a life worth living.
And the erosion of the rule of law is not merely the erosion of some antiquated legal fixture but
the beginning of the end of true democracy.

MEET A HERO FOR OUR TIMES
Globe and Mail, 12/21/04
By Sheema Khan

Through her example and determination, Ms. Mai has inspired countless other women and men to
strive against injustice... "I want to kill illiteracy" may seem mundane in a post-Thelma and Louise
era.  For the girls and women of rural Pakistan, it is a vision of the future.



THEBIG PICTURE
A timeline of press releases, action alerts, and op-eds ...

WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS
Educating our community...

CAIR-CAN offers seminars and workshops to both the private and public 

sector.  Previous workshops have been delivered to educators, employers,

media professionals and the law enforcement community.

In addition, CAIR-CAN regularly delivers workshops to Muslim communities

and leaders across Canada.  Seminars have been delivered numerous times 

in almost every major city to provide Canadian Muslims with the essential

knowledge and tools for effective media relations and human rights advocacy.

"Riad speaks regularly to my university human rights classes on the issue 

of racial profiling.  He brings a deep knowledge of the subject, which he 

personalizes and conveys with clarity, grace and humour.  I'll definitely 

continue inviting him back."

- Prof. Bill Skidmore, Carleton University

“Wow! CAIR-CAN has equipped me to understand and respond to the media.

This is practical, essential knowledge that every Muslim community must

know. If only I heard this years ago....”

-Farhia Ahmed, Youth Activist

1.  Public lecture on "Canadian Muslims and the Media" organized by Journalists for Human Rights  2. Public lecture on "Islamic Arbitration and Women" organized by the National
Association of Women and the Law  3. Public lecture at Industry Canada’s ‘Diversity Day’

1

2

3

5

LET US PRAY AT MCGILL
Montreal Gazette, 03/21/05
By Riad Saloojee 

The broader issue at McGill extends beyond the established and essential legal right for
accommodation to the quest for a vivre ensemble.  Our pluralism project cannot survive unless we
strive to reconcile our personal and communal, secular and sacred, identities.

CANADA CAN HELP A HERO OF OUR TIMES
Globe and Mail, 03/14/05
By Sheema Khan 

In December, I wrote about the inspiring case of Mukhtar Mai from the village of Meerwala,
Pakistan. Much has happened since - but despite the fact that Pakistan's Federal Sharia Court has
come to her defence, her situation remains precarious.

STORMING THE HARVARD BASTION
Globe and Mail, 01/28/05
By Sheema Khan

In the end, whether it is a religious authority or the president of Harvard making wholesale
generalizations about the inherent nature of women, it is important for women themselves not to
feel obliged to fit the stereotype.  In secular terms, call it "believing in oneself."



OPINION PIECES
For the complete op-ed archive, go to www.caircan.ca
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� PRESS RELEASES � ACTION ALERTS � OP-EDS

CAIR-CAN condemns bomb

threat in Windsor, vandalism

in Calgary (25/08/2004)

U.S. revokes renowned

Islamic scholar’s visa:

CAIR-CAN asks Canadians to write to

the American Embassy (27/08/2004)

SEPTEMBER 2004

CAIR-CAN condemns school

killings in Russia (07/09/2004)

A Muslim message more

irresistible than hate 

(Globe and Mail, (07/09/2004)

How sharia law could 

work in Ontario

(Calgary Herald, 07/09/2004)

Muslims call on officials 

to condemn mosque arson

attack: Vandals set fire to car and

mosque, wrote "USA #1" on mosque

property (08/09/2004)

The condemnation game

(Globe and Mail, 10/09/2004) 

CAIR-CAN publishes over

50  op-eds! Equivalent in

newspaper advertising would cost

more than half a million

(10/09/2004)

Shariah law requires 

tough, open debate 

(London Free Press, 14/09/2004)

Canada’s Muslims should be

allowed to use Shariah law

(Ottawa Citizen, 15/09/2004) 

CAIR-CAN asks Ontario

Press Council to investigate

Canwest policy: Policy permits 

substantive alterations to wire stories

on the Middle East (17/09/2004)

CAIR-CAN: Findings of Garvie

report demand immediate 

attention:Report raises questions

about the ability of the RCMP to 

protect all Canadians (24/09/2004)

OCTOBER 2004

Muslim fast of Ramadan

begins (15/10/2004)

Ramadan kit 2004:

CAIR-CAN publishes annual

Ramadan kit (15/10/2004)

Muslim community

applauds Ryerson arrest:

Attorney General must proceed with

hate crime charges, says CAIR-CAN

(20/10/2004)

CAIR-CAN repudiates

Vancouver Imam's 

comments: Imam's views not 

representative of Canadian Muslims,

says group (22/10/2004)

CAIR-CAN rejects remarks

about targeting of Israeli

civilians (26/10/2004)

Ottawa fundraiser a success

(26/10/2004)

CAIR-CAN publishes 

op-ed on Ramadan – 

Special Response (26/10/2004)

NOVEMBER 2004

CAIR-CAN: Police should

investigate mosque 

vandalism as hate crime:

Vandalism follows threatening 

phone calls to Winnipeg mosque

(01/11/2004)

Muslims, Arabs call on B'nai

Brith to repudiate "terror"

comments: Israeli "terror" against

civilians acceptable, says spokesperson

on Coren show (01/11/2004)

Demand change 

to security certificate

process (08/11/2004)

Canadian Muslims 

to mark end of 

Ramadan with prayers:

‘Muhammad’ film release to coincide

with Eid ul-Fitr (09/11/2004)

CAIR-CAN releases its

Annual Review 2003-2004

(10/11/2004)

Quebec Human Rights

Commission asked to issue

hijab ruling: Decision in 1995 against

hijabs in private schools came without

formal complaint (16/11/2004)

MARCH 2004

Maclean's conducts Q&A

with CAIR-CAN (01/03/2004)

Canadian Muslims condemn

recent Khadr comments:

CAIR-CAN: Statements not reflective 

of views of Canadian Muslims

(05/03/2004)

Ottawa Police admit role 

in Arar case: Admission 

adds “another layer of complicity 

and accountability,” says CAIR-CAN

(09/03/2004)

CAIR-CAN condemns

vandalism of Jewish 

homes in Toronto (19/03/2004)

Muslims against terror

(Globe and Mail, 25/03/04)

Muslims call on police 

to Investigate Mosque 

hate crime (26/03/2004)

Canadian Muslims 

and the Security

Community (26/03/2004)

Vandalized mosque 

holds solidarity event:

Atmosphere "filled with solidarity 

and hope"  (29/03/2004)

Muslims concerned 

about RCMP raid:

CAIR-CAN: No contradiction between

ensuring safety and the presumption

of innocence (30/03/2004)

Transparency and rule 

of law should prevail 

in Khawaja case (31/03/2004)

APRIL 2004

CAIR-CAN condemns 

firebomb attack of 

Jewish school (05/04/2004)

Ottawa Raid Community Kit

(05/04/2004)

We've lost our balance

(Globe and Mail, 10/04/04)

National organizations 

meet with Deputy 

Prime Minister (21/04/2004)

Muslims & Arabs 

cautiously welcome 

attempt at made-in-Canada 

security legislation (28/04/2004)

MAY 2004

Facing new identities 

(Globe and Mail, 10/5/04)

Canada's Muslims reject

terrorism (Ottawa Citizen,

Edmonton Journal, 22/05/2004)

JUNE 2004

CAIR-CAN publishes

"Election 2004 Resource

Guide" (02/06/2004)

Read Sheema Khan's 

political commentary in the

Globe and Mail (07/06/2004)

A tyranny of choice 

for Canada's Muslims

(Ottawa Citizen, 07/06/2004)

Foreign policy is 

no political football

(Globe and Mail, 18/06/2004) 

Party leaders asked 

to clarify Canada's policy 

on hijab: Muslim immigrants told to

remove hijab by immigration officials

(24/06/2004)

JULY 2004

Broadcast of first-ever 

documentary on Canadian

Muslims: “A New Life in a New Land”

airs as three-part series beginning 

July 15, 2004 (12/07/2004)

CAIR-CAN participates 

in national conferences:

Topics Include Discrimination

Prevention, Civil Liberties and 

Human Rights (14/07/2004)

Muslims call on officials to

condemn mosque vandalism:

Hamilton mosque vandalized three

times in two weeks (14/07/2004)

Ask that CRTC revoke

unworkable guidelines 

on Al-Jazeera:

Cable subscribers unwilling to carry 

Al-Jazeera at present (16/07/2004)

Such arrogance:

You can't pigeonhole 1.2 billion

Muslims (Globe and Mail, 30/07/2004)

AUGUST 2004

Anti-Muslim hate 

at Ryerson:

Group called "Full Blooded Israeli

Brigades" claims responsibility 

for earlier incident (11/08/2004)

CAIR-CAN meets 

with Ontario government 

on Islamic arbitration:

Written submission presents 

recommendations to current law

(11/08/2004)

Prime Minister clarifies

hijab issue:

Assurance to CAIR-CAN follows pattern

of discrimination documented at Pierre

Trudeau airport (13/08/2004)

CAIR-CAN Chair joins 

board of civil liberties group

(19/08/2004)
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A timeline of press releases, action alerts, and op-eds ...

THEBIG PICTURE
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Quebec Human Rights

Commission must issue

statement on hijabs in private

schools (18/11/2004)

Muslims must help 

fight AIDS 

(Globe and Mail, 19/11/2004)  

Government, school board,

must balance competing

rights in schools (19/11/2004) 

DECEMBER 2004

Friends of Simon Wiesenthal

Center asked to condemn

Islamophobic comments:

Speaker at group's event said Qur'an

promotes terror, called Islam

"immoderate," "totalitarian"

(09/12/2004)

Secret Trials: Canada's

worst dirty little secret?

Prominent Canadians demand abolition

of “security certificates” (10/12/2004)

Book review: Gilles Kepel's

"The War for Muslim Minds: Islam

and the West"

(Montreal Gazette, (13/12/2004)

Muslims alarmed by

arrest of senior immigration

official (16/12/2004)

Muslims welcome

recommendations on faith-based

arbitration: CAIR-CAN:

Recommendations address issues 

of vulnerability, offer comprehensive

safeguards (21/12/2004)

Arab and Muslim groups 

call on government 

to release information in Arar

inquiry (21/12/2004)

Meet a hero for our times

Globe and Mail (29/12/2004)

Rights and security: 

We must have both (Toronto

Star, (29/12/2004)

JANUARY 2005

Hajj Publicity Kit 2005

(01/11/2005)

Canadian Muslims leave 

for pilgrimage to Mecca

(01/11/2005)

There's nothing sinister 

or secret about what we do

(Ottawa Citizen, Saskatoon Star

Phoenix, Regina Leader-Post,

Charlottetown Guardian, 17/01/2005) 

Storming the 

Harvard bastion 

(Globe and Mail, 28/01/2005)

FEBRUARY 2005

Renowned Muslim 

scholar visits Canada:

Tariq Ramadan to speak on citizenship,

"vivre ensemble" (21/11/2005)

MARCH 2005

CAF and CAIR-CAN 

make submissions on 

RCMP oversight to Arar Inquiry

(03/03/2005)

CAIR-CAN offers 

condolences to families 

of slain officers and the RCMP

(04/03/2005)

CAIR-CAN denounces 

xenophobic comments 

by Quebec politicians:

Organization to address comments in

public lecture in Montreal (11/3/2005)

Canada can help 

a hero of our times 

(Globe and Mail, 03/14/2005)

Let us pray at McGill

(Montreal Gazette,

22/03/2005)

Muslims reject 

glorification of violence, 

call for thorough investigation

(24/03/2005)
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MARCH 1, 2005
• Presentation on "CAIR

for Kids" at an

elementary school

MARCH 2, 2005
• Public lecture on

"Shari'ah Law and the

Implication of Arbitration

for Muslim Women"

organized by the School

of Social Work, Carleton

University

MARCH 4, 2005
• Jumu'ah khutbah at

Richmond Hill musallah 

MARCH 8, 2005
• Student lecture on

"Racial Profiling" at the

University of Ottawa 

MARCH 8, 2005
• Public lecture on

"Canadian Muslims and

the Media" organized by

Journalists for Human

Rights

MARCH 9, 2005
• Public lecture on

"Islamic Arbitration and

Women" organized by the

National Association of

Women and the Law

MARCH 10, 2005
• CAIR-CAN booth and

public lecture at Industry

Canada's "Diversity Day" 

MARCH 11, 2005
• Jumu'ah khutbah at

McGill University

MARCH 11, 2005
• Public lecture on

"Demystifying Faith-

based Arbitration"

MARCH 16, 2005
• Workshop on "Islamic

Cultural Practices" for

students in faculty of

education 

MARCH 16, 2005
• Student lecture on

"Racial Profiling" at the

University of Ottawa (16

March 2005)

MARCH 16, 2005
• Public lecture on

"Islamophobia" organized

by the York Federation of

Students

MARCH 18, 2005
• Jumu'ah khutbah at

Masjid Toronto

MARCH 19, 2005
• Public lecture on "Anti-

Terrorism Legislation and

Discrimination" organized

by the Tamil community 

MARCH 20, 2005
• CAIR-CAN booth at the

"International Day of

Elimination of Racism"

organized by the York

Regional Police 

MARCH 24, 2005
• Workshop on

"Kaleidoscope of

Cultures: Islam"

organized by University

of Ottawa support staff 

MARCH 25, 2005
• Student presentation

on "Your Voice, Your

Future" at McGill

University

MARCH 27, 2005
• Presentation on

"Making Your Mark in

Canada" at youth

conference 

MARCH 29, 2005
• Workshop on "Islamic

Cultural Practices"

organized by the

Teachers' Federation 

CAIR-CAN'S OUTREACH IN MARCH 2005...
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RESPONSES FROM
SOME CANADIAN 
MUSLIMS

Mashallah, [a] very beautiful and heart touching

article. I hope you don't mind, I would like to pass it

on to others. May Allah reward you for your efforts

and create unity and love among us all.  - Sana

You do excellent work and make us Muslims feel proud and

empowered. May Allah reward all of you tremendously for your

work...the article was very well-written and conveyed the true

meaning of fasting.  I pray that it'll counterbalance and supercede

the negativities promoted by the ugly cartoon.  - Farooq 

Masha Allah! An excellent piece, calling for

understanding and reflection....Mabruk! May

Allah accept it. - Ramy

15

CONFERENCES AND SPEAKING
ENGAGEMENTS 
Educating the broader community...

CAIR-CAN is a regular panelist at national conferences across Canada.

Over the past year, for example, CAIR-CAN has spoken at the Canadian

Bar Association’s (CBA) annual conference as well as at the annual

Congress of the Humanities and Social Sciences, organized by the

Canadian Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences (CFHSS) 

and the Canadian Association of Statutory Human Rights Agencies

(CASHRA).

“The talk between you and Reg Whitaker on freedom and security...

struck a note of urgency amongst many members of your audience.

[Y]our presence and insightful comments were appreciated by all.

We were very honoured to have you amongst our speakers.  Again,

on behalf of the 69 learned societies, 71 universities and colleges

and over 30 000 researchers the Federation represents, thank you.”

- Doug Owram, President, CFHSS

1.  Sheema as a panelist at the annual Canadian Bar Association conference   2. Riad speaking at rally on Palestine
3. Faisal speaking at event with Toronto police  4. Audience at an outreach event

1 2

3
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ONTHE RECORD
A sampling of print quotes for 2004-2005...

CAIR -CAN

CASE STUDY: 
RAMADAN RESPONSE
A cartoon denigrating Ramadan appeared in both the Montreal Gazette and the

Kingston Whig-Standard newspapers on October 16th, 2004.

The cartoon, illustrated by Terry Mosher, features a man reading a newspaper with 

the caption, "Holy, moley! How sick is that? It says here that, with it being Ramadan,

any suicide bombers who blow themselves up will get extra points from all the radical

Islamist groups..."  A second man states, "You mean like Air Miles?"

CAIR-CAN contacted both papers and demanded an
op-ed response.

Alhamdulillah (All praise is due to God), CAIR-CAN published op-eds in both papers to

respond to the cartoon and convey the true meaning and spirit of fasting.  The op-eds

appeared under the titles, "The spirit of Ramadan" and "Reflections on the meaning

of Ramadan."

14

MEDIA ENGAGEMENT
Your experienced and articulate voice...

CAIR-CAN’s media portfolio in print, radio and television is impressive and

unparalleled in its depth and breadth.  Whether it is issue-based

commentary, one-on-one interviews, live broadcasts, radio and television

talk-ins, informative panel discussions or heated debate, CAIR-CAN is there

to 

provide experienced and articulate representation for Canadian Muslims.

Over the last year, CAIR-CAN has spoken, for example, to issues such as

the Arar inquiry; the detention and torture of Canadians abroad; the civil

liberties vs. security debate; security certificates; racial profiling by the

RCMP and CSIS; the Khawaja raid; Islamic law arbitration in Canada; hijab

(Islamic headscarf) discrimination in Quebec; the changing demographic in

Canada; an animated film on Prophet Muhammed’s (peace be upon him) life;

the Canadian election; anti-semitism; media bias; immigration extortion of Arabs

and Muslims; hate crimes against numerous mosques and Islamic centers;

Islamophobia; religious accommodation issues; Islamic rites such as fasting,

Hajj (pilgrimage), and funeral ethics; and the anti-terrorism legislation.

“Riad's talk on Islam and journalism served our editorial staff very well.

The session was well-presented, informative and had a lively, and mutually-

enriching, question and answer period.”

-Lyne Fortin, Cable Public Affairs Channel (CPAC)

1.  Sheema at CBC town hall  2. Sheema on a televised TVO debate  3. Riad speaking live on a breaking news story

1

2 3

4
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FIGHTING DISCRIMINATION
Supporting you with principled resolution...

Through effective grassroots documentation, surveys and research, 

CAIR-CAN fights for full and inclusive citizenship for Canadian Muslims. 

Cases that CAIR-CAN has resolved include complaints to the CRTC and the

Press Council, concerns over Friday prayer observances and prayer facilities 

at work places and universities, hijab (Islamic headscarf) discrimination, 

Eid (Islamic festivals) holidays, police misconduct, harassment by security

agencies, racial profiling, and many other issues.

In particular, CAIR-CAN took a leading role in generating awareness and 

documenting various hate-crime attacks against Islamic mosques and 

institutions.  Here is a sampling of the hate-crimes that CAIR-CAN has 

spoken to in the media:

• Arson and vandalism at Pickering’s Al-Mahdi mosque 

• Hate and death messages at Toronto’s Ryerson University 

• Bomb threat of a Windsor mosque 

• Vandalism and attempted arson of St. Catherine’s Masjid An-Noor

• Vandalism of the Manitoba Islamic Association mosque in Winnipeg

• Vandalism of the Hamilton mosque

1.  News conference in Montreal about hijab discrimination in private schools  2. Press conference regarding Edmonton mosque vandalism

1 2
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OTTAWA CITIZEN
ON OTTAWA POLICE INVOLVEMENT IN
THE ARAR CASE - March 10, 2004

“People are very concerned about being watched, about

being profiled, and given this admission, those concerns

become much closer to home because local community

police were involved in it."

CANADIAN BUSINESS
MAGAZINE
ON THE GOVERNMENT 
PROTECTING LIBERTIES  -
March 29, 2004

"The government hasn't done enough."

TORONTO STAR
ON GETTING ACTIVE

- May 23, 2004

"A lot of us live our lives on

an island, in a bubble,

thinking and feeling

disconnected and separated....

But we need to pop our

bubbles and see ourselves as

direct participants in

Canadian society. This is

home."

THE HAMILTON
SPECTATOR
ON VANDALISM OF
HAMILTON MOSQUE 
- July 19, 2004

"I think the fact the mosque was

targeted three times in two weeks

does provide strong evidence that it

was a hate crime." 

BROADCAST NEWS/CANADIAN PRESS
ON RYERSON UNIVERSITY HATE - August 13, 2004

The Canadian Council on American-Islamic Relations is calling on police

and Ryerson officials to spare no effort in finding who is responsible.

The group calls the hate literature chilling and a concern to everyone.

(Written by the Capital Canadian Press)

MONTREAL
GAZETTE
ON HIJAB DISCRMINATION
AT TRUDEAU AIRPORT -
August 14, 2004

"There have always been isolated

instances, but nothing in a similar

pattern.... The string of cases was

troublesome. We have not had any

complaints from any other airport in

Canada but Trudeau."

THE GLOBE AND MAIL
ON ISLAMIC ARBITRATION
September 12, 2004

"The reality is that on the ground, faith-based

arbitration is already going on in an informal

way.... Pure pragmatism suggests that the

best way is to regulate it and ensure it is

transparent rather than to outlaw it. Let's

bring it out into the light." 

THE KITCHENER RECORD
RESPONSE TO A STATEMENT
JUSTIFYING ISRAELI TERROR TACTICS
- November 3, 2004

"The fact remains that terror is terror," he said. "There

is no good form of terror. The only way that we're

actually going to achieve true dialogue and peace in

the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is if we used, all of us, a

benchmark of universal justice. That means

condemning terror. No matter who perpetrates it...

GLOBE AND MAIL
ON CARTOON ABOUT LIFE OF ISLAM’S LAST
PROPHET - November 11, 2004

"[T]he movie industry is probably most fundamentally concerned

about is whether there will be a market for the film.... It's the first time

something like this has ever been developed, a presentation of Islamic

history that's accessible and in a friendly, contemporary format.”

CBC.CA
ON IMMIGRATION FRAUD
December 17, 2004

“Many Arabs and Muslims chose to immigrate to

Canada precisely because it has a very transparent,

fair, accountable system. So if this is the first

experience, it's going to be a tremendous shock."

OTTAWA CITIZEN
ON RACIAL PROFILING -
December 18, 2004

"The terrorist label is akin to pedophile or

serial killer.... If you're stigmatized as a 

terrorist, your life is ruined, there's no way

to vindicate yourself. We're living in an age

where everyone is six degrees removed

from Osama bin Laden. The slightest 

semblance of a link is enough to throw 

you under suspicion."

9
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OPINION PIECES
Taking your voice across the country...

Imagine being able to express your view in the media with complete freedom, 

eloquent writing and powerful clarity to Canadians everywhere.  Opinion pieces 

are arguably the most influential and creative way to articulate a perspective on

important issues of the day.

Since its inception, CAIR-CAN has an unprecedented rate of opinion piece success.  

In our last review of 2003-2004, we had published 40 opinion pieces.  Currently, 

that figure stands at 69 op-eds.

CAIR-CAN has published pieces in the Globe and Mail, the Toronto Star, the Ottawa

Citizen, the Montreal Gazette, the Kingston Whig Standard, the Calgary Herald, the

Edmonton Journal, the Winnipeg Free Press, the Windsor Star, the Regina Leader-

Post, the Saskatoon Phoenix, the Charlottetown Guardian and the Cape Breton Post.
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TIME CANADA (2004)
ON MAHER ARAR AND MONIA
MAZIGH - December 20, 2004

Muslims “live in the shadow of Arar.... There has been

a loss of confidence in the Canadian government as

to its commitment to the citizenship of Canadian

Arabs and Muslims.”

CALGARY HERALD
ON CANADIAN MUSLIMS BEING A
FIFTH COLUMN - February 10, 2005

"The fear that Muslims constitute a Fifth Column in

Canada is a theme that has been reiterated in media

commentary after 9/11. This troubling portrayal has

prompted concerns that Canadian Muslims would be

seen as enemies of Canada and subjected to

discrimination and abuse."

TORONTO STAR
ON ISLAMIC BURIAL PRACTICE 
January 31, 2005

In Muslim culture, death is held up as a constant

reminder that adherents have a limited time to be

"responsible, accountable human beings.”

VANCOUVER SUN
ON THE ANTI-TERRORISM
LEGISLATION (C-36) -
June 4, 2004

"Given Sept. 11 and the gutting of

fundamental rights and freedoms by

the anti-terrorism bill, and the

instances of racial profiling that

have arisen since then, most notably

the Maher Arar case, that's created

a climate of anxiety among

Canadian Muslims.”

GLOBE AND MAIL
ON SECURITY CERTIFICATES
December 10th, 2004

“For many Muslims and Arabs, security certificates

embody an arbitrary and non-transparent legal

process that they never expected to find in a

democratic country they now call home.”

TORONTO STAR
ON ANTI-HOMOPHOBIA 
EDUCATION
November 23, 2004

[T]he board and government took an "all-or-

nothing" approach when it refused to allow

Muslim students to be excluded from class

discussions about same-sex families. "What

we're proposing is that there needs to be an

exploration of what a middle ground might be." 



NATIONAL LIBRARY PROJECT
Over 150 libraries sponsored....and counting

As a proactive measure to dispel misinformation and misconceptions about

Islam, CAIR-CAN launched a national library project entitled, “Explore Islamic

Civilization and Culture.”  The project encouraged Canadian Muslims to sponsor

a 13-item package consisting of books, tapes and multimedia materials to

their local public libraries.

This project has been a resounding success.  Over 150 libraries across Canada

have been sponsored – and many librarians have indicated that they are

grateful for the materials and that the project is a useful and necessary way

to fill the education gap on Islam.

“Thank you very much for sending us the package of resources on Islam 

and Muslims, which we received today at our library.  We are a small library 

in Canada’s north with limited resources and struggle with meeting the 

information needs of our community.  We already had started a small 

collection of materials on Islam – interest in this subject has increased 

dramatically since the events of September 11, 2001 – and we are very 

eager to enrich our collection with the materials you have sent us.”

-Shad Turner, Public Services Librarian, Yellowknife Public Library

PUBLIC ADVOCACY
Defending your rights and liberties...

Protecting the rights and freedoms of Canadian Muslims requires vigilance and sustained government

advocacy.  CAIR-CAN continues to be at the forefront of Muslim organizations in defending civil

liberties.  Moreover, CAIR-CAN has fulfilled this role by working closely with national organizations

across Canada such as Amnesty International, the International Civil Liberties Monitoring Group,

the Canadian Arab Federation and the Canadian Council on Refugees.

During this past year, for example, CAIR-CAN has been invited to a national consultation on

Canada’s new security policy with the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness,

Anne McLellan; a national consultation review on the Anti-terrorism Act, C-36, with the Minister

of Justice, Irwin Cotler; and a Foreign Affairs consultation on Canada’s resolutions to the United

Nations Human Rights Commission (UNHCR).

In its advocacy, CAIR-CAN is an intervenor and makes regular submissions in the public inquiry

into the Maher Arar case; has met with, and presented submissions to, former Ontario Solicitor

General Marion Boyd on the topic of Islamic law arbitration; has worked with other civil rights

organizations in demanding changes to Canada’s security certificate process; and has developed

an education resource guide for the past Canadian elections.

CAIR-CAN's efforts in supporting my family and I have gone far beyond securing my release

from a Syrian prison.  CAIR-CAN has continued to support my quest for justice by fully

participating in the public inquiry and by advising me on important, ongoing issues.  I urge

every Canadian Muslim to support them in any way possible.  -  Maher Arar

“I first met Riad and Sheema when they were testifying before the Senate Communications and

Transport Committee and was very impressed by their articulate, insightful and balanced advocacy.

They did an excellent job of explaining the concerns and views of Canadian Muslims and should

be called on to speak at more forums.  -   Senator Mobina Jaffer

1.  CAIR-CAN’s first-of-its-kind national public library project

1

1.  Time magazine’s Newsmaker of the Year, Maher Arar, at the CAIR-CAN office  2. Press conference at Parliament
Hill on security certificates  3. Sheema with Senator Donald Oliver

1

2

3
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